SPACEKNIGHTS

AN INTERPLANETARY GAME OF CHIVALRY.
FOR 6 PLAYERS.
The Orrery of Play

On your path to the Searing Sun
of Victory, you must first pass
through each orbit in the
Orrery of play.

Requires:

144 Blank Cards
36 chips per player
One 6-sider per player
(Each player has their own color.
Chips & die should be of that color.)

Team Deck Creation
Players count off 1-6.
Each player: Take 9 cards, write your
number in each corner of the cards

The Approach
To pass this orbit, you must:
Create your Spaceknights,
And create your decks.

The Loci
Each player: Take 3 of your cards,
write a location and a suit on each.

Adventure Montage
To pass this orbit, you must:
Play through a complete hand,
Or play a Thwarted card.

One must be on Earth, your
homeworld, or the Nemesis's.

The Long, Lonely Moments
To pass this orbit, you must be
the last remaining player.
Otherwise, all surviving
Spaceknights get introspective
scenes and then retreat to the
Adventure Montage.

The Searing Sun
You describe the dawn
of a new Golden Era if
your Spaceknight won,
or the Dark Eons that
lay before the universe
if you won as the Foe.

One must be among the stars.
One must be an alien world.

The Enemies
Each player: Take 3 of your cards,
write an enemy and a suit on each.
Two must be from your Nemesis.
One must be another enemy
worthy of the Spaceknights.

The Threats

Adventure Montage
In this orbit, you narrate the perilous adventures
your Spaceknights engage in as they cope with an
enemy threat, while you play a game of cards to see
which of you ultimately gets the upper hand.

The Adventure Montage last for one hand.

The Deal
The Foe shuffles the Locus, Enemy, and Threat decks
separately. The Spaceknights shuffle their own deck.
In the center of the table, the Foe flips over the top
cards from the Locus, Enemy, and Threat decks. The
Foe then describes the who, what, when and where of
the enemy's plot using the elements on these cards.
The player to the left of the Foe puts 1 Mettle On
the Line and describes how their knight first
discovers the plot.
The next player, clockwise, puts 2 Mettle On the Line
and describes how this plot is personal to their
knight.
Now all the Spaceknight players draw two cards
from their deck and roll their E-Dice. The Foe draws
two cards from the Threat deck.

The Bidding
Starting with the next player, you may decide to
Match, Surge, or Fade away. Each round, you may not
bid more Mettle than the result of your E-Die. The
Foe's bidding limit is 6.
If you reach your bidding limit, you need not fade
away. Simply announce that you're at your limit and
let the bidding pass to the next player.
When you Match a bid, you must describe a moment in
the adventure when your knight struggles with the
enemy and their machinations. When the Foe Matches
the bid, they describe a moment when the enemy
struggles with the knights.
When you Surge, you must describe a moment in the
adventure when your knight temporarily overcomes
the enemy. When the Foe Surges, they describe a
moment when the enemy advances their plot or
seriously hurts a knight.
The round is over once everyone has either Matched
the current bid, bid their limit, or Faded Away.

Enemy

All other players play their Spaceknights and try to
win the hand for themselves. To win, you must make
the best 5-card hand from your own 2 cards & the 5
common cards that are drawn from the Loci, Enemies,
and Threats decks.

Locus

The role of the Foe is to narrate the vile and
insidious actions of the enemy while dealing in the
card game and playing the Foe's hand.

The Complication Rounds
There are 3 rounds of bidding in total. After both
the 1st and 2nd, the Foe flips over 1 card from either
the Locus, Enemy or Threat decks. Then the Foe
describes how this change in location, reinforcement,
or twist in the plot changes things for the
Spaceknights. These cards are called Complications.

Threat

The first player begins as the Foe. Their own
Spaceknight may be involved in the adventure, but not
in any significant way.

Each player: Take 3 of your cards,
write a threat and a suit on each.

Complications

In the new rounds, the player to the left of the Foe
starts the bidding, and may decide simply to Match
what's already out there. The rounds follow as
before, with each player again able to bid up to their
limit. (So a player with a limit of 4 can bid a total of
12 over the course of all 3 rounds.)

The Finale
If at any point you're the only player who hasn't
Faded Away, you win the hand. Put your cards face
down and tell us how your knight triumphed over
the enemy. Or, if you're the Foe, tell us how the
enemy bested our knights. Then you collect your
Mettle. The hand is over, move to the next orbit.
If all the bidding has ended and there are still 2 or
more players who haven't Faded Away, show your
hands. Starting with the last player to Surge and
going clockwise, either reveal or Fade Away. The
highest hand of 5 cards selected from your hand &
the Locus, Enemy, Threat & Complication cards wins.
If a Spaceknight won, regale us with your bravery
and guile in the face of the enemy. Collect your
Mettle. Then pick 1 of the 2 cards from your hand
to put in front of you. The maneuver on that card is
now available to you.
If the Foe won, tell us how the knights were
crushed. Collect your Mettle. Then pick 1 of the 2
cards from your hand to put in front of you. Until
the Foe loses, this card is considered a part of the
Foe's hand. (These cards are not lost by Fading.)

Collecting Mettle
When you collect Mettle, you cannot take more
from any individual player than they put On the Line,
or more than you put One the Line. If there's
remaining Mettle, it returns to those who bid it.

The Long, Lonely Moments
After an Adventure Montage, its time for some
tender moments of introspection. The Foe sets the
stage for scenes that can be bucolic, wistful,
desolate, or what have you. The point is for the
players to play the roles of their Spaceknights in a
context other than facing their foe.
These scenes can be played out in any order, but if
any question arises, priority is given to the Foe and
then proceeds clockwise. Everyone should be given
a chance to play to their theme. Afterwards, the
responsibility of the Foe passes to the left.

A threat is a plot of the enemy to
harm you, your people, or other
innocents in the galaxy.
For example: Hostages, Siege,
Poisoning Plot, Coup, etc.
Do not include the names of any
people or places in your threat.

You Should Have:
Three decks, each with three suits
and six numbers in each suit.

The Suits
Homeworlds
Interplanetary
Cosmos

Glossary
Burn Mettle ● When you burn Mettle, it
is removed from the game and cannot be
recovered.
E-Die ● The energy die, the player's 6sider.
Fade Away ● Withdrawing from the
hand. You cannot win. Leave your
current bid On the Line, and put your
hand face down on your deck..
Match ● When you match the current
Mettle bid.
Mettle ● The 36 chips you start with.
Once you're out of Mettle, your knight
perishes in a way of your choosing and
you are out of the game.
On the Line ● A point in front of the
player where they put the Mettle they
are wagering. Mettle on the Line cannot
be burned.
Round ● A round of bidding.
Suited ● When all the important cards
in a hand are the same suit.
Surge ● When you increase the current
Mettle bid.

The Searing Sun
As players run out of Mettle, they leave
the game. Once there is only one player
standing victory is achieved. You now have
a chance to tell us about the fate of the
universe. If you were playing a Spaceknight
when you won, you may describe whatever
you like, but if you were the Foe, then
whatever fate befalls the cosmos, it must
be a dark and vile one.
Epidiah Ravachol
www.Dig1000Holes.com

But they came at such a cost . . .

The Long, Lonely Moments
Overpower starts at 1. If you roll less than
your Overpower on the E-Die, you must raise
the die to your current Overpower, burn 1
Mettle per point you had to raise the die, then
reduce your Overpower back to 1.

Respites

Themes

Roll the E-Die. You may return up to that much
Mettle to its original owners.

Love lost to time
space.

Roll the E-Die. You take up to that much of your
own Mettle back from the other knights.

Savior mistaken for a
monster.

Burn up to 3 Mettle to get twice as much mettle
from all knights who have your Mettle.

A humanity that can
never be returned to.

Grant everyone who has your Mettle +2 to their
Overpower unless you are paid a ransom of 6 Mettle.

I've seen wonders you
wouldn't believe.

Grant everyone who has your Mettle -2 to their
Life Force unless you are paid a ransom of 6 Mettle.

The weight of 1,000
worlds on my shoulders.

Burn 2 Mettle of different colors, not your color,
to swap Respites between you & the Mettles' owners.

I've stared into the
abyss.
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Life Force

During the Long, Lonely Moments, your knight may call upon one of the
Respites below as long as your narration touches upon his Theme. Choose 1
Respite & 1 Theme during the approach. No 2 knights may have the same Respite
or Theme. You may only use your Respite once per Long, Lonely Moment.

Life Force starts at 6. If you roll more than
your Life Force on the E-Die, reduce the roll
to your current Life Force. During the Long,
Lonely Moments, you may gain back 1 Life
Force per Mettle you burn, up to 6.

Start by collectively deciding on what your Nemesis will be like. Discuss your knights and fill in this page. Then go to Team Deck Creation on the other side. Then, off to Adventure!

!

Overpower

The Approach:

When our homeworld was old, a new & vile nemesis known only
as
flooded from unknown stars
to lay waste to all we held sacred. Many were called on to
defend our planet, but few were chosen to make the sacrifice.
, was transformed through
I,
sorcery & science into
,
!
a Spaceknight with the power of
My cyborg body grants me inhuman strength & flesh made
of living metal. I can fly faster than starlight & swim the
darkest depths. My strange & wondrous new abilities
include:

Starting Mettle: 36

Personal Deck Creation
Use the checklists below to create the deck for your Spaceknight. Every knight deck starts off with 3
“Thwarted . . . for now” cards. When you draw one of these cards, you cannot make a winning hand this
round. Instead of bidding, you may play this card, explain how enemy thwarted you all, and end the hand.
Everyone takes back their Mettle, remove this card from your deck, and move on to the next Orbit.
Thwarted . . . for now

At zero Mettle, you immediately
tell the tale of your knight's
heroic sacrifice (even as the Foe).

Energy Die: d6
You may always burn 1 Mettle to
re-roll your E-Die.

For the rest of your cards, each card gets 1 option from each column. Check them off as you go along, so
you don't duplicate. Important: You cannot create a card with both the same value & suit. Maneuvers are
played during your bid when you meet the Condition, even if you've already bid your limit. After use, shuffle
them into your deck. At the end of any hand you may opt to shuffle any and all the cards before you back
into your deck.

Value
1
2
3
4
5
6
1
2
3
4
5
6

Suit

Effect
Play every card in front of you
as if they were in your hand.
Make 1 player who has your
Mettle draw a new hand.
Give 1 Spaceknight +4 to their
Overpower.
Peek at 1 card from the hand of
every player with your Mettle.
Limit the Foe's bidding to 1 for
the rest of this hand.
Swap Mettle On the Line with
someone who has your Mettle.
Redraw 1 Locus, Enemy, Threat,
or Complication for this hand.
Peek at the next card in the
Loci, Enemies, & Threats decks.
Search another player's deck
for 1 card to put in their hand.
Take back all your Mettle on
the Line.
Stop a “Thwarted” card. No
more may be played this hand.
Trade hands with a player who
has your Mettle, permanently
changing your decks.

Maneuver
Condition

When your E-Die is greater
than the Locus value.
When your E-Die is greater
than the Enemy value.
When your E-Die is greater
than the Threat value.
When your E-Die is between the
Complications values.
Trade seats with someone with
your Mettle to activate Effect.
Trade Themes with someone with
your Mettle to activate Effect.
When player on your left has
more than 6 Mettle On the Line.
If player on your right opts to
take a -2 Life Force.
If player on your left opts to
burn 1 Mettle.
When player on your right
Fades Away.
When no one has bid your
Mettle.
When the Foe sits directly to
your right.

Description
Strategic Feint
Energy Parry
Eldritch Power
Psychic Barrier
Honorguard
Astral Stance
Subspace Assault
Cosmic Charge
Hold the Line
Cybernetic Reflexes
Dark Strike
The Nebula Gambit

Strongest to
Weakest Hands
Suited 5 of a Kind
Straight Flush
5 of a Kind
Straight
Suited Full House
Suited 4 of a Kind
Suited 3 of a Kind
4 of a Kind
Flush
Suited 2 Pair
Full House
2 Pair
Suited Pair
3 of a Kind
Pair
High Card
Ties are resolved by
high card, then high edie, then starting at the
Foe going clockwise.

